OPTIMIZE YOUR STORAGE SPACE

Industrial Storage Solutions

OUR CLIENTS

MONTEL HIGH DENSITY STORAGE SYSTEMS MAXIMIZE THE USE OF AVAILABLE SPACE,
WHETHER TO INCREASE STORAGE CAPACITY, FREE UP ROOM FOR PRODUCTION
OR OTHER USES, OR GET RID OF SPACE YOU DO NOT NEED TO PAY FOR.
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ELIMINATE THE NEED FOR MULTIPLE
SPACE-WASTING STATIC AISLES.
HERE IS HOW:
1. Static units are mounted on mobile carriages.
2. Mobile carriages travel on tracks.
3. Use the handle to move the manual
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WASTED SPACE
CONVENTIONAL FIXED
RACKING LAYOUT.

Manual mobile storage
systems handle.
3-spoke ergonomically designed rotating
SafeCrank handle with soft-touch knobs for
mechanical-assist mobile storage systems.
Aisle safety push-button located at the
core of the 3-spoke SafeCrank handle.
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SPACE SAVED & INCREASED
PROFITS MOBILE STORAGE LAYOUT.

Agriculture
Automotive
Manufacturing Plants
Pharmaceutical
Distribution Centers
Food Plants
3rd-Party Logistics
Aerospace
Military & Defense
Alcohol & Beverages
Cold Storage
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Powered mobile storage
systems control.

Powered mobile storage
systems control with PIN
for restricted access.

LCD touchscreen tablet
control with or without PIN.
Limitless customized displays.
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DOUBLED STORAGE CAPACITY.
MAXIMIZED SPACE & INCREASED
PROFITS MOBILE LAYOUT.
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systems or turn the 3-spoke SafeCrank
handle for mechanical-assist systems
or push a button on the powered system
control to open the desired aisle.

MODES OF OPERATION
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Industrial Storage Solutions

Safeties

MOBILE
STORAGE SYSTEMS

CABINETS

Recover up to 50% of your floor space
or double your storage capacity
with the Quadral, SmartSpace, Mobilex®,
SafeAisle®, RACK&ROLL and
the SAFERAK® storage systems.

Montel offers a complete range
of storage cabinets for all types
of material. The system includes
accessories for various possible
configurations, sure to satisfy
your most particular needs.

SHELVING
SYSTEMS

LIGHT-DUTY STORAGE CABINETS - HINGED DOORS

SMARTSHELF® 4-POST HYBRID SHELVING

Quadral is a compact, high-density movable shelving system that
leverages your available space to make your industrial storage
as efficient as possible.

Montel light storage cabinets are built to provide the most
flexible storage solution.

Make your shelving a perfect fit for a broad array of items
with Montel’s one-shelf-fits-all four-post patented hybrid system
(Patent # 6,814,245).

SMARTSPACE 2M, 2MA, 2P, MANUAL, MECHANICAL-ASSIST, POWERED

HEAVY-DUTY STORAGE CABINETS - HINGED SINGLE DOOR

4D-500, 4D-1000, 4D-1500 WIDE SPAN RACKING

The SmartSpace is operated either manually by hand, mechanically
operated with the 3-spoke mechanical-assist SafeCrank, or
electrically-powered with a simple push on a touchpad control.

Montel highly resistant single door storage cabinets are
perfect to secure and store your industrial components.

Improve heavy-duty storage of irregular industrial items with
Montel’s long-span, four-post shelving system. The load capacity
is either 500 lb (227 kg), 1,000 lb (454 kg), 1,500 lb (680 kg) per tier
or 6,000 lb (2,722 kg) per bay.

MOBILEX® MECHANICAL-ASSIST STORAGE SYSTEM

HEAVY-DUTY STORAGE CABINETS - HINGED DOUBLE DOORS

CABINET STYLE CASE-TYPE SHELVING

Optimize and customize your storage space with Montel’s flexible
high-density movable shelving system. Choose the best optional
mechanical safety brake in the industry (Patent # 7,645,000) .
The load capacity is 1,000 lb (454 kg) per linear foot.

Montel highly resistant double door storage cabinets are perfect
to secure and store your industrial components.

Refine filing and cabinet storage in your office, business or medical
practice with Montel’s case-type shelving compatible with mobile
storage systems.

SAFEAISLE® POWERED MOBILE STORAGE SYSTEM

LIGHT-DUTY DRAWER CABINETS

HIGH-BAY WAREHOUSE SHELVING

Prioritize safety and productivity while boosting your storage capacity
with Montel’s high-density powered mobile systems featuring the patent
pending LED Guard Technology™. The load capacity is 1,000 lb (454 kg)
per linear foot.

Montel’s light-duty drawer cabinets can accommodate
100 lb or 200 lb load capacity commercial-grade drawers.

Use warehouses storage with HI-BAY high-density storage solutions
and use on-site space for more valuable and profitable functions.
The load capacity is 800 lb (363 kg) per shelf.

RACK&ROLL 16MA, 16P MECHANICAL-ASSIST & POWERED MOBILE
STORAGE SYSTEMS

HEAVY-DUTY DRAWER CABINETS
Montel’s heavy-duty drawer cabinets can accommodate 400 lb load
capacity industrial-grade drawers. Heavy-duty drawer cabinets are
offered with an optional transpallet base and countertop options.

SAFERAK® 32P POWERED MOBILE RACKING

HEAVY-DUTY MOBILE DRAWER CABINETS

Maximize the efficiency and minimize the costs of your warehouse
storage space with Montel’s powered mobile racking designed for
industrial environments. The load capacity of the SAFERAK® 32P is
32,000 lb (14,514 kg) per double rack sections.

Heavy-duty mobile drawer cabinets rolling on casters can accommodate
400 lb load capacity industrial-grade drawers which are interchangeable
with other Montel shelving and cabinets. Heavy-duty mobile drawer
cabinets are offered with countertop options.

SAFERAK® 60P POWERED MOBILE RACKING
Maximize the efficiency and minimize the costs of your warehouse
storage space with Montel’s powered mobile racking designed for industrial
environments. The load capacity of the SAFERAK® 60P is 60,000 lb
(27,215 kg) per double rack sections.
*	Mechanical-assist SafeCrank
handle color options.
**	Simply pressing the aisle
safety push-button at the
center of the handle locks
the system in position.

HANGING STORAGE
PANELS
Montel industrial hanging panels offer
a flexible and reliable way to store long
tools and parts.

INDUSTRIAL MODULAR
DRAWERS DESIGNED
FOR SMARTSHELF®
Industrial drawers designed for Montel
SmartShelf® 4-Post hybrid shelving
industrial systems (400 lb load capacity
industrial-grade drawers and 200 lb
load capacity commercial-grade
drawers available).

HANGING STORAGE
SCREENS
Screens storage systems optimize
your storage space while using minimal
footprint. These space-efficient pull-out
racks and mobile racks increase
the productivity of any warehouse
or factory environment.

3 TO 8 COMPARTMENTS

MOBILE HANGING STORAGE SCREEN SYSTEMS
Move your items effortlessly with Montel’s mobile hanging
storage systems. The double-mesh screen design provides
more storage while protecting materials and are the most
reliable screen storage solutions in the industry.

Their talent, commitment and dedication have been put to the test numerous times.
At Montel, client satisfaction is an ongoing priority. Our highly competent
Authorized Montel Distributors are specialists in providing turnkey project solutions
including space planning, design and floor loading consulting services, and factory
certified system installations. They are also committed to providing a high level of
professionalism and an outstanding customer service before and after the sale.

Advanced Optional Safety

100% safety coverage. Prevents any carriage
movement when a forklift operator, a user or supply
materials are located anywhere within the aisle.
* LED Guard™ is patented.

50 %
FREED UP
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Productivity and Technology
ePulseTM REMOTE
MONITORING SOFTWARE
This remote monitoring & configuration software has
the functionality of providing the capability to manage
settings remotely and monitor your high-density
powered mobile system’s performance and operations
with assurance.
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GET RESULTS FROM
YOUR SQUARE FOOTAGE:
FAST ROI

MONTEL INTERNATIONAL
PRESENCE

Save up to 50% of your value
generating space.

WORK WITH
STORAGE-SAVVY
EXPERTS
We manufacture the one and
only solution. The best one.

REMOTE CONTROL
Forklift operators can operate the mobile storage system
remotely with a commercial or industrial rugged remote
control mini tablet.

PROGRAMMABLE AISLE AUTOMATED FEATURES
Users can increase their efficiency by configuring a specific
priority aisle(s). While accessing an infrequently used aisle,
SmartSpace 2P, SafeAisle®, RACK&ROLL 16P, SAFERAK® 32P
and SAFERAK® 60P mobile racking automatically repositions
the system to your designed predetermined aisle(s).

WORKBENCHES
32 TO 44 COMPARTMENTS

THE EMPLOYEES OF MONTEL SET OUT A VERY PERSONAL OBJECTIVE:
BUILD THE BEST STORAGE SYSTEMS IN THE WORLD.

LED GUARDTM COMPLETE AISLE
DETECTION PASSIVE SAFETY*

12 TO 24 COMPARTMENTS

PULL-OUT HANGING STORAGE SYSTEMS
With a modular kit, expandable and double-mesh design,
Montel’s pull-out screens are the most flexible industrial
panel storage solutions in the industry.

Safety solutions in compliance with
«Rated Machine Safety Standards» are offered
with Montel industrial storage solutions.

Montel’s shelving storage systems
are the most versatile in the industry
since the shelves, drawers, and accessories
are interchangeable between each
product line.

QUADRAL MODULAR SLIDING LATERAL STORAGE

Maximize the efficiency and minimize the costs of your warehouse storage
space with Montel’s storage systems designed for industrial environments.
The load capacity is 16,000 lb (7,258 kg) per double rack sections.

RATED MACHINE SAFETY STANDARDS

WHY CHOOSE
OUR MISSION
MONTEL INDUSTRIAL
STORAGE SOLUTIONS ?

The workbenches offered by Montel
permit total flexibility to perform
a wide array of tasks.

TOTAL OFFER
CUSTOMIZED TO
YOUR NEEDS
We will go to any length, depth,
width or height.

BETTER ORGANIZE
YOUR SKUs
Gain productivity while inventory
management & security are improved.

68

COUNTRIES

65

DISTRIBUTORS
SINCE

1924

MONTEL ACHIEVED PRESTIGIOUS
REALIZATIONS IN MORE THAN
68 COUNTRIES

65 AUTHORIZED
MONTEL DISTRIBUTORS
AROUND THE WORLD

MORE THAN 9 DECADES
OF INNOVATIVE
STORAGE SOLUTIONS

